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要　　因 偏差平方和 自 由 度 平均平方 F　 値 p　 値 判　定
因子Ａ 51?14545 4 12?78636 16?54706 0?0000 ＊＊
因子Ｂ 18?65455 10 1?865455 2?414118 0?0185 ＊
A×B 32?25455 40 0?806364 1?043529 0?4365 　



















































































































































































































＊ Music, Fine Arts and Physical Education 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
: Instrumental music learning that was constructed at a point of view of ?Independence activity?
Yûji OZAKI＊
ABSTRACT
When the writer taught the music to high school students who had experienced school refusal for a developmentally 
disabled “second obstacle”, I performed the practice that took in a point of view of “Independence activity” of the curriculum 
of the special support education, and, as for the writer, I studied the educational effect and principle of this class.  The class 
contents were band activity using the electric guitar, and the writer developed the music learning that put important points 
for the “psychological stability” “formation of human relations”.  Specifically, in the class, the writer set a lot of scenes 
“respected the opinion of the partner” “criticized each other’s performances” “talked” about the music that they played.  As 
a result that the writer considered their psychological condition so that they participated in a class, the students came to 
criticize it about quality of the music to play, and an educational effect of the music learning appeared conspicuously.
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